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What we’ll do
● Introduction and What is an eco 

lens? 
● An eco lens on ‘the crisis’
● An eco lens on culture & museums 

- pathways of action 
● An eco lens on collections - explore 

a tool for narrative design



Climate Museum UK
An experimental museum supporting and 
gathering responses to the Earth crisis. 

A distributed museum of creative people based 
in the UK, and online, we produce and gather 
art, objects, ideas, games and books, and then 
use these to activate people. 

These activations help people to play, make, 
think and talk about the Earth crisis and to open 
their imaginations to possible futures.

climatemuseumuk.org 





Possitopia Norwich: walkshops LARP-style



What is an eco lens?
A practice of seeing ecocentrically, in different ways

More-than-human view

Expanded view 

Aware of the crisis 

Learning 
from nature



An eco lens on the 
crisis?
Polycrisis, Permacrisis, 
Metacrisis…? 
Pandemic, wars, 
inequality, energy…
Many don’t see the 
planet in this big picture 











An eco lens on museums - 
pathways to action



Why put the Earth crisis 
front and centre, to see 
with an eco lens?

Groote Museum, Amsterdam
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Some possible outcomes 
● Engagement: A fresh, relevant slant on collections and 

programmes, connecting people to cultures and places here and 
elsewhere, past and future?

● People: Developing nature connection, eco-capacities and 
agency in people?

● Organisation: Inspire a whole organisation sustainability shift? 
Being ready and resilient for impacts? 

● Planet: A positive impact on your human & biodiverse 
communities?



Doughnut 
Economics



What if we put 
culture & 
heritage in the 
Doughnut?

https://bridgetmck.medium
.com/culture-takes-action-f
ramework-29e8dfaaba24



Decarbonising culture Festival of Thrift sustainability policy



System-changing global action 

See our goal-by-goal 

guidance, aimed at the 

Cultural sector. 

https://climatemuseumu

k.org/2021/06/03/our-gu

ide-to-the-global-goals/
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Climate Justice: 
year-long display. 
Artworks selected to 
relate to points in time of 
colonial and fossil-fuelled 
history. Co-curated 
process with young 
people & activists. 

Manchester 
Art Gallery 

Tell truths through arts & education



Groote Museum, Amsterdam 



Scarborough Art Gallery
● Reciprocity - gifting
● Feel, Think, Do
● Nested sense of self in 

place & planet
● Map it Well project
● Hello Quilt project
● Solastalgia project

Cultural Therapy 
and Care



Ecological innovation The Waste Age - Design Museum, London



Support transition in communities

Imaginarium - 
Hilary Cox 
Condron in 
Cambridge



Decolonising culture 

https://thenaturalhistorymuseum.org/ 

https://thenaturalhistorymuseum.org/


Adaptation, & protecting heritage  





Putting an eco lens on things



CMUK working 
with Kimberley 
Foster & 
Goldsmiths 
college

New objects can be 
made that combine in 
weird ways to stir 
questions



CMUK working with Megan Bowyer at Tullie 
House 





● Take one object
● Sense it for yourself
● Find a friend for your object
● Think in pairs making links between 

your objects
● What do they tell you about histories 

and causes of the crisis?

(While focusing on these objects as 
examples, you might also talk about 
collections in your museums.)



● Join with another pair 
● Reflect on your emotions from 

your conversation
● Make an emotion map around 

your objects.



● In your group of four
● Tell a future story from these 

objects
● What can inspire people to shift 

their own stories and actions?



Inspirations - for browsing later 

Examples of museums & exhibitions on climate and nature
https://www.notion.so/Museum-projects-exhibitions-on-climate-nature-2f6c
72ea20b4476fa4f6095de256ceef 

Selected blogposts about culture & environmental engagement 
http://bridgetmckenzie.uk/ 
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